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Abstract—Gradient boosting tree (GBT), a widely used machine learning algorithm, achieves state-of-the-art performance
in academia, industry, and data analytics competitions. Although
existing scalable systems which implement GBT, such as XGBoost
and MLlib, perform well for datasets with medium-dimensional
features, they can suffer performance degradation for many
industrial applications where the trained datasets contain highdimensional features. The performance degradation derives from
their inefficient mechanisms for model aggregation — either mapreduce or all-reduce. To address this high-dimensional problem,
we propose a scalable execution plan using the parameter server
architecture to facilitate the model aggregation. Further, we
introduce a work partition strategy, a sparse-pull method, and
an efficient index structure to increase the processing speed.
We implement a GBT system, namely TencentBoost, in the
production cluster of Tencent Inc. The empirical results show
that our system is 2-20× faster than existing platforms.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) techniques have shown their spectacular capabilities to mine valuable insights from large volume
of data. There are two major concerns in large-scale ML
— effective models to learn knowledge from raw data, and
distributed ML systems to deal with the challenge of big data
which exceeds the processing capability of one machine.
Among various ML methods, boosting strategy has been
proved to be successful via building weak learners to successively refine performance. Particularly, gradient boosting tree
(GBT), which uses tree as the base weak learner, is prevailing
recently, both in academia and industry [1]. It is also one
of the most preferred choices in data analytics competitions
such as Kaggle and KDDCup. Through using the boosting
strategy to build multiple trees, the popularity of GBT comes
from its state-of-the-art performance on many ML workloads,
ranging from classification, regression, feature selection to
ranking. Many platforms have provided plans to execute GBT,
such as scikit-learn 1 , R GBM 2 , pGBRT [2], MLlib [3],
and XGBoost [4]. Among them, MLlib and XGBoost are two
production-level distributed systems.
Since the explosive increase of data volume overwhelms
the capability of single machine, it is inevitable to deploy GBT
in a distributed environment. Distributed implementations of
GBT generally follow the following procedures.
1 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
2 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gbm/index.html

1) The training instances are partitioned onto a set of
workers.
2) To split one tree node, each worker computes the gradient statistics of the instances. For each feature, an individual
gradient histogram needs to be built.
3) A coordinator aggregates the gradient histograms of all
workers, and finds the best split feature and split value.
4) The coordinator broadcasts the split result. Each worker
splits the current tree node, and proceeds to new tree nodes.
Since more features generally yield higher predictive accuracy in practice, many datasets used in industrial applications
often contain hundreds of thousands or even millions of
features. Considering that GBT requires merging of gradient
histograms for all the features during each iteration, when the
dimension of features increases, the communication cost of
model aggregation proportionally increases meanwhile. However, existing systems fail to handle this high-dimensional scenario efficiently owing to their inefficient model aggregation.
For example, MLlib employs map-reduce [5], [6] framework
to merge parameters during training, while XGBoost chooses
all-reduce MPI to summarize local solutions. For parameters
with considerably large size, both map-reduce and all-reduce
encounter a single-point bottleneck. Therefore, their paradigms of model aggregation are ill-suited for high-dimensional
features. An alternative to map-reduce and all-reduce is the
parameter server architecture, which partitions the parameters
across serveral machines to avoid the single-point bottleneck.
Prevalent parameter server systems, such as Petuum [7] and
TensorFlow [8], provide efficient distributed implementations
for linear algorithms (LR, SVM), neural network algorithms
(CNN), and clustering algorithms (KMeans). These ML algorithms usually follow the training pattern that each worker
pulls the model parameter, reads training instances, and pushes
updates to the parameter server. Unfortunately, they do not
provide solutions for GBT as the distributed training process of
GBT is more complex than the aforementioned ML algorithms.
To address the high-dimensional challenge, we propose
an execution plan with the parameter server architecture. To
accelerate the process of split-find, we schedule the workers
via a round-robin partition strategy to let them cooperatively
conduct the split-find work of different tree nodes. As a further
improvement, we introduce a sparse-pull mechanism in which
the parameter servers conduct the split-find work and return
split results to the workers. Besides, we design an index
structure to speed up the parallel execution of building gradient
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Fig. 1: An example of gradient boosting tree

histogram. This structure prevents scanning the whole dataset
by mapping the instances to the tree nodes. The major technical
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a distributed execution plan for GBT.
Through distributing the cost of model aggregation over parameter servers, we can efficiently support high-dimensional
features.
• We design two network optimizations to facilitate the
split-find operation — a round-robin strategy to schedule
the workers and a sparse-pull mechanism for the parameter
servers.
• We engineer an efficient index structure to accelerate the
parallel execution of building gradient histograms.
• The empirical results show that our implemented system
TencentBoost can be 2-20× faster than the state-of-the-arts.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
the related work and preliminaries in Section II. We describe
the proposed distributed execution plan in Section III. The
network optimization approaches are presented in Section IV.
We describe the details of parallel training in Section V and
present experiments in Section VI. We conclude in Section VII.
II.

R ELATED WORK AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the related work and preliminaries related to gradient boosting tree and the parameter server
architecture that our implemented system employs.

M : # features, N : # instances, K: # split candidates
for m = 1 to M do
generate K split candidates Sm = {sm1 , sm2 , ..., smk }
end for
for m = 1 to M do
loop N instances
to generate gradient histogram with K bins
P
Gmk = P gi where smk−1 < xim < smk
Hmk =
hi where smk−1 < xim < smk
end for
PN
P
gainmax = 0, G = N
i=1 hi
i=1 gi , H =
for m = 1 to M do
GL = 0, HL = 0
for k = 1 to K do
GL = GL + Gmk , HL = HL + Hmk
GR = G − GL , HR = H − HL2
G
G2
G2
gainmax = max(gainmax , HLL+λ + HRR+λ − H+λ
)
end for
end for
Output the split with max gain
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is classified to one leaf. Each leaf predicts its instances with
a leaf weight w. After building one tree, GBT updates the
prediction of each instance by adding the corresponding leaf
weight. Then GBT moves to the next tree. GBT adopts the
regression tree that gives continuous predictive weight on one
leaf, rather than the decision tree in which each leaf gives
predictive class. Once finishing all the trees, GBT sums the
predictions of all the trees as the final prediction [11].

ybi =

We formalize the data model used in this work as follows.
The input dataset contains training instances and their labels:
{xi , yi }N
i=1 , where N is the number of training instances, xi ∈
Rn is the feature vector, and yi ∈ R is the label.
B. Gradient Boosting Tree
Additive prediction pattern. Gradient boosting tree (GBT) 3
belongs to the tree ensemble model [10]. Figure 1 gives an
example of GBT. In one tree ft , each training instance xi
3 a.k.a.

gradient boosting machine or gradient boosting regression tree

ft (xi )

(1)

t=1

where T denotes the maximal number of trees, and ft (xi )
denotes the prediction of the t-th tree.
Training method. Unlike linear and neural models which can
be trained with gradient-based optimization method, GBT is
trained in an additive manner. For the t-th tree, we need to
minimize the following regularized objective.

A. Data Model
Previous works have studied different data layouts for
storing both types of data as matrices and vectors [9]. One
popular data model, which we also adopt, decouples the data
used during training into immutable data and mutable data. The
training features and labels are immutable, while the predictive
model that we want to find will be updated frequently.

T
X

F

(t)

=

N
X
i=1

(t)
l(yi , ybi )+Ω(ft )

=

N
X

(t−1)

l(yi , ybi

+ft (xi ))+Ω(ft )

i=1

Here l is a loss function that calculates the loss given the
prediction and the target, such as the logistic loss and the
square loss. Ω denotes the regularized penalty function to avoid
over-fitting. We follow the choice of XGBoost [4] which has
been proved to be effective:
1
Ω(ft ) = γL + λkwk2
2
where L denotes the number of leaves in the tree, and w
denotes the weights of leaves. γ and λ are hyper-parameters.
LogitBoost [11] expands F (t) via second-order approximation. gi and hi are the first and second order gradients of
l.

Parameter server

worker
F (t) ≈

N
X
1
(t−1)
[l(yi , ybi
) + gi ft (xi ) + hi ft2 (xi )] + Ω(ft )
2
i=1

Using Ij ={i|p(xi )=j} to denote the instances belonging to
the j-th leaf and removing the constant term, we can calculate
the approximation of F (t) as:
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Fig. 2: Model aggregation approaches
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If all the instances have been placed in the tree, the optimal
weight value of the j-th leaf and the optimal objective are:

P
wj∗

gi

1
, Fe∗ = −
h
+
λ
2
i∈Ij i

= −P

i∈Ij

P
L
X
( i∈Ij gi )2
P
+ γL
i∈Ij hi + λ
j=1

We can enumerate every possible tree structure to find the
optimal solution. However, this scheme is arguably impractical
in practice. Therefore, we generally adopt a greedy algorithm
to successively split the tree nodes, as illustrated in Algorithm 1. Given K split candidates for each feature, we loop all
the instances of the node to build a gradient histogram that
summaries the gradient statistics (line 4-8). Specially, Gmk
sums gi of the instances whose m-th features fall into the span
of the (k–1)-th and the k-th split candidates, and Hmk sums
hi in the same manner. After building the gradient histogram
which includes the gradient statistics of all the features, we
enumerate all the histogram bins and find the split that gives
the maximal objective gain (line 10-17).

P
P
P
( i∈IR gi )2
( i∈I gi )2
1 ( i∈IL gi )2
Gain = [ P
+P
−P
]−γ
2
i∈IL hi + λ
i∈IR hi + λ
i∈I hi + λ

C. Gradient boosting tree systems
Some existing works have built GBT systems, such as R
GBM, scikit-learn, pGBRT [2], LightGBM [14], MLlib [3],
and XGBoost [4]. R GBM and scikit-learn are executed on
single machine, while MLlib and XGBoost are distributed
platforms. Some systems support specific task, e.g., pGBRT
is proposed to address ranking task. Among them, MLlib and
XGBoost are two most widely used platforms for productive
applications. MLlib works under the map-reduce abstraction,
and XGBoost chooses all-reduce MPI to conduct the model
aggregation. As shown in Figure 2, both map-reduce and
all-reduce need a single coordinator to merge local gradient
histograms and broadcast split results. Unsurprisingly, they
encounter a single-point bottleneck facing high-dimensional
features because the size histogram is proportional to the
number of features.
D. Parameter Server
The parameter server (PS) architecture in Figure 2 is a
promising candidate to address the challenge of aggregating
high-dimensional parameter [7]. Several machines together
store a parameter to prevent the single-point bottleneck, and
provide interfaces for the workers to push and pull parameters. Each worker holds a local copy of the parameter, and
periodically pushes parameter updates to the PS. To address
the high-dimensional challenge of GBT, the PS framework is
a promising candidate.
III.

where IL and IR are the left and the right children nodes after
splitting. Note that we can propose split candidates with several
methods. The exact proposal sorts all the instances by each
feature and uses all possible splits. However, in the era of largescale dataset and distributed ML, iteratively sorting is too timeconsuming. Consequently, a widely employed strategy is to
propose limited split candidates according to the percentiles of
feature distribution. Many works have designed quantile sketch
algorithms to provide distributed solutions for this purpose,
such as GK [12], DataSketches [13], and WQS [4].
Two prevailing techniques used to prevent over-fitting are
shrinkage and feature sampling. Shrinkage multiplies the leaf
weight in Eq.(1) by a hyper-parameter η called learning rate
before adding it to the prediction Feature sampling technique
samples a subset of features for each tree which has been
proved to be effective in practice [4].

D ISTRIBUTED E XECUTION P LAN

In this section, we first describe the execution plan on each
worker, then elaborate the parameter management on the PS.
A. Worker
We decompose the training procedure on each worker into
seven phases, as illustrated in Figure 3. Among all workers,
a leader worker is designated to perform some specific work
that only one worker is allowed.
1) Create sketch: Each worker uses its assigned data shard to
generate local quantile sketches (one sketch for one feature).
Then, these local quantile sketches are pushed to the PS.
2) Pull sketch: Each worker pulls the merged sketches from
the PS and proposes split candidates for each feature.
3) New tree: Each worker creates a new tree, performs some
initial work, i.e., initializing the tree structure, computing the
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Fig. 3: Training procedure of worker
Algorithm 2 The execution plan of worker
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phase = CREATE SKETCH
while phase ! = FINISH do
if phase == CREATE SKETCH then
create sketch(); phase = PULL SKETCH; continue;
else if phase == PULL SKETCH then
pull sketch(); phase = NEW TREE; continue;
else if phase == NEW TREE then
new tree(); phase =BUILD HISTOGRAM; continue;
else if phase == BUILD HISTOGRAM then
build histogram(); phase =SPLIT FIND; continue;
else if phase == SPLIT FIND then
if is leader worker then
split f ind();
end if
phase = SPLIT NODE; continue;
else if phase == SPLIT NODE then
split node();
if has active nodes then
phase = BUILD HISTOGRAM;
else if has next tree then
phase = NEW TREE;
else
phase = FINISH;
end if
end if
end while
if is leader worker then
f inish();
end if

gradients, and setting the root node to active. The leader
worker samples a subset of features and pushes it to the PS.
4) Build histogram: If the active node is the root of the tree,
each worker pulls the sampled features from the PS. Each
worker uses its assigned data to build gradient histograms
for the active tree nodes, and pushes them to the PS.
5) Split find: The leader worker pulls the merged histograms
of active nodes from the PS and finds the best split. Then the
leader worker pushes the split results to the PS.
6) Split node: Each worker (1) pulls the split results from the
PS, (2) splits the active tree nodes, (3) adds children nodes
to the tree, and (4) deactivates the active nodes. If the depth
of the tree is less than the maximal depth, the worker sets
the tree nodes in the next layer to active.
7) Finish: The leader worker outputs the GBT model.
To ensure that different workers proceed in the same pace,
we introduce an iterative plan that one worker cannot start the
next iteration until all workers have finished the current itera-

tion. The detailed execution plan is elaborated in Algorithm 2.
Leader worker
Each worker checks its current phase to determine what to
do in each iteration. The operations of create sketch() and
pull sketch() are called only once by each worker (line 36), while the operations of build histogram(), split f ind(),
and split node() are iteratively executed (line 9-17). At the
if there exists an active node
end of the SPLIT NODE phase, Sample
to split, the worker switches to Feature
the BUILD HISTOGRAM phase
(line 19). If we finish building the current tree, the worker
updates the predictions and proceeds to the next tree (line 21).
Once finishing building all the trees, the worker stops training.
We employ a layer-wise scheme to consecutively add active
nodes [2]. In other words, after splitting the current layer, we
set the tree nodes of the next layer to active and continue the
next split round.
B. Parameter Server
Parameter storage. Parameters are represented as vectors in
our system. We use several vectors to represent matrix data.
For dense data, we store the values of each dimension. For
sparse data, we store the ordered indexes and the corresponding
values of non-zero entries to reduce the memory cost.
Parameter partition. Adopting the PS architecture, it is
a prerequisite to design how to partition a parameter over
several machines. The problem of data partitioning across a
set of nodes has been extensively studied by the database
community [15], for both single system [16] and sharednothing systems [17]. The most widely used approaches are
round-robin partition (successively partition), range partition
(partition based on the values of the key), and hash partition
(partition with a hash function). Hash partition achieves more
balanced query distribution, while range partition facilitates
range queries [17]. In the context of parameter server architecture, the queries happen in diverse patterns. Some tasks need
to get the whole parameter, while others need a portion of the
parameter. To achieve a trade-off between query balance and
fast range query, we adopt a hybrid range-hash strategy [18].
We first partition a parameter to several ranges based on the
indexes, and use hash partition to put each partition to one
node. Users can set the partition size according to their specific
scenario. The default partition size is calculated by dividing
the dimension of the parameter by the number of parameter
servers.
Parameter manipulation. We provide two user-defined functions for the workers to manipulate a parameter — Push and
Pull. The default Push function adds updates to the parameter,
and the default Pull function returns the current parameter.
Parameter layout. The parameter layout of our implementation is illustrated in Figure 4. There are five primary parameters
on the PS — the quantile-sketches, the sampled-features, the
gradient-histograms, the split-features, and the split-values.
The sketches (one sketch per feature) are concatenated
to form the parameter of quantile-sketches. The number of
partitions is equal to P (# parameter servers). Since one
feature’s sketch on the PS is generated by merging the local
sketches of all workers, we leverage the user-defined Push
function to implement the tailored sketch merging function.
The parameter of sampled-features stores the subset of
features used in the current tree. The parameter of split-features
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Fig. 4: Parameter layout

and split-values store the split results of all the trees. These
three parameters use the default partition size. The parameter
of gradient-histograms contains 2d –1 rows (# maximal tree
nodes) where d denotes the maximal tree depth. Each row
stores the gradient histogram of sampled features for one
node — {G11 , ..., G1K , H11 , ..., H1K , G21 , ...}. We divide one
row into P partitions while assuring that one feature’s gradient
summary is in one partition.
IV.

N ETWORK O PTIMIZATIONS

Despite of the proposed execution plan that facilitates the
aggregation of gradient histogram, there is still one timeconsuming phase, i.e., the SPLIT FIND phase. Since each
gradient histogram is partitioned over several machines, we
need to design a mechanism to find the best split from these
distributed partitions. In Algorithm 2, the leader worker pulls
the gradient histogram and performs the split-find operation.
However, as Figure 4 shows, the gradient histogram can be
very large with high-dimensional features. As the tree goes
deeper, the number of the active tree nodes increases as well
— at most 2d–1 . And the communication cost is proportional
to the number of the active nodes. To speed up the split-find
operation, we propose two optimizations.
Round-robin work partition. Rather than putting the splitfind work on the leader worker, we adopt a round-robin scheme
to partition the split-find work of active nodes among the
workers, as shown in Figure 5. More explicitly, each worker
stores the status of all the tree nodes in an array, where the
(2i+1)-th item and the (2i+2)-th item are the children nodes
of the i-th item. Each worker scans this array and finds the
responsible active nodes according to the round-robin partition.
Then it pulls the gradient histograms of responsible active
nodes from the PS and performs split-find.
Sparse pull. Existing platforms generally use the parameter
server as a distributed key-value store. Although some works [7] provide user-defined Push function to support different

update mechanisms, they do not consider the flexibility of Pull
function to support diverse requirements of parameter queries.
Our system, however, is able to customize the Pull function.
We thereby move part work of split-find from the workers
to the PS. In Figure 5, when receiving a pull request of one
partition from the workers, we operate as follows.
1) We implement the split-find operation of Algorithm 1
(line 10-17) in the Pull function.
2) As described in Section III-B, each partition of a gradient histogram contains the gradient summaries of several
features. The user-defined Pull function loops the gradient
summaries to find the optimal split result of this partition.
Then the split feature, split value, and objective gain are
summarized to form a sparse vector with six double figures.
3) The PS returns the sparse-format vector to the worker.
For the worker, after finding the responsible active nodes
with the round-robin strategy of work partition, it pulls the
corresponding gradient histograms from the PS. For one gradient histogram, since each returned partition contains the
optimal split result for its storing features, the worker only
needs to find the optimal split from all the partitions. With
this method, we reduce the communication overhead to a large
extent. More detailedly, we compress the transferred size of a
gradient histogram to 6P — a marginal constant size since P
is generally less than 1000 in practice.
Analysis of communication cost. We compare the communication cost of different aggregation schemes in Table I.
We consider one round of node split here. map-reduce uses
one node to collect local histograms, while all-reduce uses a
binomial tree which takes 2log W steps of transmission [19].
The time cost of parameter server is inversely proportional
to P , hence we can increase P to accelerate the speed. For
example, choosing P =W renders parameter server W × and
log W × faster than map-reduce and all-reduce.
V.

L OCAL PARALLEL TRAINING

During the BUILD HISTOGRAM phase, two tree nodes can
be processed in parallel if they have no parent-child relation.

𝐺𝑚1

Method
map-reduce

# transmission
2

communication cost
W (H+R)

all-reduce

2log W

(H+R) log W

parameter server

2

W (H+P R)

time cost

instance index
nonzero feature index
nonzero feature value

W (H+R)
B
(H+R) log W
B
W (H+P R)
PB

0
1
2
3
4

TABLE I: Comparison of communication cost. W : #
workers,P : # parameter server,H: histogram size,R: split result’s size,B: bandwidth

We describe our parallel strategy in this section, including an
efficient index structure and the parallel execution plan.

Parallel execution. On each worker, we establish a thread
pool. Industrial cluster managers normally impose memory
limit on each worker process. In order to prevent the out-ofmemory failure, we calculate the maximal number of threads
in the thread pool according to the memory budget and the
size of each histogram. The parallel execution is as follows:
1) Each worker starts several threads for the active tree
nodes to build gradient histograms in parallel.
2) Each thread sets the status of the tree node to inactive
after building the histogram.
3) The worker process proceeds to the next training phase
if all the local threads terminate.
VI.

E VALUATION

A. Experimental Setup
System implementation. TencentBoost is programmed in Java
and deployed on Yarn. We use Netty to manage message
passing. We store the training data in HDFS and design a datasplitter module to partition data. We implement GK quantile
sketch [12] in our system. TencentBoost has been used in many
applications of Tencent Inc. for months [20], [21].
Datasets. As shown in Table II, we choose two datasets. The
RCV1 dataset [22] is a medium-size news dataset. Gender, a
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threads can build the gradient histograms of two tree nodes in
parallel, they need to read the dataset simultaneously. Scanning the whole dataset can be unnecessarily time-consuming,
therefore, we design an index structure mapping the instances
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Figure 6 illustrates our instance layout and instance-to-node
index. The storage format of instance is the same as parameter,
as described in Section III-B. Since most of high-dimensional
datasets are sparse, Figure 6 chooses the sparse format as an
example. We use a list to store all the instances so that we
can read one instance with instance index. To begin with, we
use an array to store the indexes of all the instances. They
belong to the 0-th node, i.e., the root node. We thereby define
that the span of the 0-th node is from zero to four. Given
the split result of the 0-th node (the first feature < 0.05), we
rearrange the array to put the instances of the 1-th node to the
left and put those of the 2-th node to the right. We scan the
array from two directions and swap the instances with wrong
place according to the split result (e.g. swap the 0-th instance
and the 4-th instance). Then we store the span of two children
nodes. With this index structure, each thread is able to rapidly
find corresponding instances, instead of scanning all instances.
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dataset with high-dimensional features, is extracted from the
user information of WeChat, one of the most popular instance
message tools in the world. It is used to predict user’s gender.
In some experiments, in order to evaluate the impact of feature
dimension, we use partial features of Gender. For instance,
Gender-10K refers to a subset with the first 10K features.
Dataset
RCV1
Gender

# instance
700K
122M

# features
47K
330K

Task
News classification
Gender classification

TABLE II: Datasets for evaluation
Experiment setting. We compare TencentBoost with MLlib
and XGBoost, two popular production-level systems. As Tencent and many other industrial companies generally use cluster
managers, such as Yarn and Kubernetes, to deploy distributed
ML tasks, we do not consider some systems without sufficient
distributed support, such as LightGBM. All experiments are
conducted on a productive Yarn cluster consisting of 550
machines, each of which is equipped with 64GB RAM, 24
cores, and 1GB Ethernet. We use fifty workers for all systems,
and use ten parameter servers for TencentBoost. For hyperparameters, we choose σ=0.8 (the feature sampling ratio),
T =100 (# trees), d=7 (# maximal tree depth), K=100 (#
split candidates), and η=0.1 (the shrinkage learning rate). To
guarantee the robustness of the results, we take three runs for
each experiment and report the average.
B. Experimental Result
Impact of optimizations. We first use our system to investigate the network optimizations and the instance-to-node index

proposed in Section IV and Section V. We use Gender-330K
to evaluate these methods and present the results in Figure 7.
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Fig. 9: System comparison with Gender dataset

Fig. 7: Impact of optimizations. RR refers to RR workpartition. Sparse refers to sparse-pull. Index refers to instanceto-node index.
Through letting all workers together handle the work of
split-find, employing the strategy of round-robin partition is
1.44× faster than the basic version. The sparse pull approach
additionally brings 1.38× speedup. In this case, one node’s
histogram contains 66M figures, but the sparse pull approach
only needs to transfer 60 figures. Applying the instance-tonode index further decreases the per-tree time by 17 seconds.
System comparison. We assess the performance of three
systems with both datasets. Figure 8 shows the results on the
RCV1 dataset. XGBoost and TencentBoost are 4.5× and 4.96×
faster than MLlib because the map-reduce mechanism puts
too much pressure on one worker during model aggregation.
Then we consider the Gender dataset and present the results in
Figure 9. With the increase of used features, we observe that
the test AUC increases. It demonstrates that more features can
improve the prediction accuracy. The per-tree time of XGBoost
increases by 11.5× when the number of features increase by
6×, meaning that XGBoost suffers congested model aggregation with larger parameters. For Gender-50K, TencentBoost
is 1.11× and 4.79× faster than XGBoost and MLlib. While
for Gender-330K with more features, TencentBoost achieves
larger speedup — 2.55× and 21× respectively. The performance improvements indicate that our system significantly
outperforms other two competitors in the presence of highdimensional features.
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Fig. 10: Impact of parameter server number

VII.

C ONCLUSION

We implemented a gradient boosting tree system, TencentBoost, in Tencent Inc. To address the inefficient model aggregation of existing systems, we proposed to use the parameter
server architecture. We first introduced a distributed execution
plan, and described our parameter management. We further
designed two efficient network optimizations to reduce the
communication cost. Additionally, we engineered an instanceto-node index structure to facilitate the parallel execution of the
tree nodes. Empirical results on large-scale datasets and real
applications in Tencent Inc. demonstrated that TencentBoost
outperforms the state-of-the-art systems in the presence of
high-dimensional features.
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